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Betty Jean’s Story 
Forensic Genealogy and Adoption  

  

 
Genealogy is the study of family history, inheritance, and tracing lines of descent in our family 
history. 

Forensic Genealogy is best defined by Dick Eastman as “The word ‘forensic’ means ‘relating to the 
use of science or technology in the investigation and establishment of facts or evidence.’ In this case, 
forensic would mean to use science or technology in addition to traditional records. In short, Forensic 
Genealogy is the use of something OTHER THAN standard records to add to your family history.” 

Why do adoptees and birth families search? 

For the Adoptee: 
To find ones Identity 
To find medical information 
To know their adoption story 

For the Birth Family: 
To know that their grandchild, daughter, son, sister or brother is ok. 
To notify them of a serious medical condition 
To Connect 

 

Betty Jean 
Betty Jean and I are cousins. As I was working on some family research, I called Betty Jean to 
ask about papers she had on our family. Responding to one question, she said, “You know I am 
adopted.” I did know, but I didn’t know her story. As our conversations continued, they often 
turned back to her adoption. From those conversations, Betty Jean’s story unfolded for me. 
 
In the 1950s Betty Jean made a trip to her place of birth, Asheville, NC. She visited the county 
courthouse to see if she could see her adoption records. When the clerk brought her file out, it 
was empty. And so, started, and ended Betty Jean’s search for her birth family.  
 
I told Betty Jean what I did for a living, which very much so, includes helping adoptees and birth 
families connect. I introduced her to Genetic Genealogy and how DNA had become a tool for 
genealogists and for forensic genealogists. At that point, Betty Jean’s search started anew.  
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The Process 

Compiling the Knowns 
For any family search, work with existing documents and information. The information Betty 
Jean has is from her adoptive parents - documents and her adopted mother’s memory. 
Birth, Possibly, November 5, 1927. A written note on her adoptive parents Indenture Judgment 
lists her birth as November 5th, 1927.  This is not a part of the official record. A line in her 
September 5, 1928, Consent to Adoption filing, “…a female child approximately one year of 
age… “ 

Birth, Abandoned… “That Betty is a child abandoned by it’s parents…” from the Final 
Judgement, signed by the judge on September 6, 1928.  

Birth, Parent Names Unknown… “That the names of Betty’s parents are unknown.” From the 
Final Judgement, signed by the judge on September 6, 1928.  
 
In a letter Betty Jean’s adopted mother wrote to her family, she states that they picked her up 
on the 10th of January 1928. Betty Jean is a “bottle Baby” with “Black hair and blue eyes”.  
Betty, according to her adoptive mother, was left at a catholic hospital, St. Joseph’s, 
in Asheville, NC, in 1927. 

Research 
St. Joseph’s Hospital, run by The Sisters of Mercy, was a tuberculosis hospital at the time. 

Geographic or legal restrictions for the area Betty Jean was abandoned? Yes. Ashville, NC was 
booming at the time with many people traveling into and out of the area. Legally, NC is a closed 
adoption state. 

Scour Primary Sources 

Birth Marriage Death Tax lists 
Newspapers Court documents 
Letters Church records 
Yearbooks Census 
Journals Published books printed 

during the time of your search 
For her birth? Nothing. At this point focus turns to using Genetic Genealogy, to guide further 
research of primary sources and other sources that present themselves as part of the research. 
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Gene Pools 
Adding Betty Jeans genes to as many “Gene Pools” as possible is an important part and a good 
starting point for her research. It is also important to post Betty’s primary research story 
somewhere with flexibility, allowing for both a biological (DNA added for this one) and adoptive 
profile (WikiTree). Further DNA tests and raw data uploads are done adding Betty Jean’s genes 
to a total of 5 DNA Gene Pools. 

DNA Results 
The DNA results reveal a close adoptive cousin, and another cousin, an adoption search angel, 
cousin. The search angel, Jane, joins the search for Betty Jean’s parents. 

The DNA results also return many common surnames between Betty Jean and her two new 
cousins. 

A chart is created to see all familial connections, which reveals a large percentage of endogamy. 
Work is done to identify the two separate groups of DNA matches into what will become the 
maternal group and the paternal group. A paternal chart of interconnectedness 
(https://datavizcatalogue.com/methods/network_diagram.html) is used to help work through 
the high cM DNA matches and narrow down the most likely surnames. 
 

   

The science of DNA helps isolate the major surnames. The DNA matches pedigrees and family 
trees are searched for the most likely people, who are in the right place, at the right time, to be 
Betty Jean’s parents.  
 
Health 
Questions about a specific health issue are asked of new DNA testers. 
 
WikiTree 
On WikiTree (this pairs our search down to one single-family tree) we find the existing family 
lines we have identified from the many different sites, trees, and pedigrees of DNA matches and 
locate the most recent common ancestors’ (MCRA) single profile. 
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New DNA matches are discovered on ancestor profiles on WikiTree and the lines are worked 
down from the MCRA. At the same time, information is added to new profiles created from 
found information in the research and as well, new DNA testers are identified, tested, and 
invited to WikiTree, to move the research forward. 
 
Photographs 
Betty Jean’s photographs at different stages of her life are compared to the relatives of new-
found DNA testers. Clues or hints can be found. 

Social Media 
Social media is used to look for people in the MCRA descendants list. In some cases, it is our 
first point of contact. We work the social media as if Betty Jean is doing the reverse of what she 
would do to add yourself. 

Find people suspected of being possible living cousins of Betty Jean by scouring social media for 
clues. A person’s friend list often equals family. A private message to introduce them to Betty 
Jean’s story and the need for more DNA testers to participate in the research often gets good 
responses and DNA testers whose data help solve the mystery. When private messages fail, 
further research into living cousin’s phone numbers and address information is obtained using 
social media and directories. 

The Social Media Process 
Finding someone who matches your DNA who knows ”their” genealogy can tell you about 
“your” genealogy. 

Put yourself “out there” if you are 18 or over: 
Register with Reunion Registries 
Social Media 
Message Boards 
DNA Testing 

 
DNA Testing Companies as social media 
All testing companies allow personal profiles – add the word Adoption to every instance where 
you are asked for your EKA (Earliest Known Ancestor) or Pedigree. Add your story to the public 
notes or comments section of your profile so others can see it (If the site doesn’t allow this 
create and link to a WikiTree profile and post it there). Place the word “adopted” where your 
surname should be. If you know a surname place both “adopted” and surname. 
 

DNA Testing 
Since adoption is a close family search, do an auDNA test. An auDNA test will tell you about 
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close family members from siblings, parents, grandparents and cousins back to your 64, 4th 
great grandparents. 

Test and upload to as many test sites as possible (and GEDmatch). If you are looking for your 
Father and you are male, possibly do a Y-DNA test, upload to mitoYDNA.org. If you are looking 
for your Mother, possibly do a mtDNA test, upload to mitoYDNA.org. 

 
 23andMe - offers auDNA testing  
 FTDNA (Family Tree DNA) - offers auDNA, Y-DNA, mtDNA and X and accepts raw data 

transfers from other companies 
 AncestryDNA - offers auDNA testing 
 My Heritage - offers auDNA testing 
 Living DNA - offers auDNA testing 
 YSEQ – offers YDNA and mtDNA testing 

 
Third Party Matching and Analysis 

 GEDmatch  
 WikiTree  
 mitoYDNA.org 

For an up-to-date listing of all DNA tools: https://isogg.org/wiki/Autosomal_DNA_tools | 
https://isogg.org/wiki/Y-DNA_tools | https://isogg.org/wiki/MtDNA_tools 
 
Genealogy Sites 
Create a tree of your birth family as you work genealogy sites (WikiTree allows people to have a 
“birth” profile and an adopted profile and creation of a free space project page to use and share 
with the adoption story on it). Add your story to the public notes, comments or biography 
section of your profiles so others can see it. Do NOT add your information to any “found” 
relatives profiles, pedigrees or trees. 

Betty Jeans Search? 
The search took about two years and identified both of Betty Jean’s parents. Unfortunately, the 
only part of the story that can be told publicly is the paternal side as a search is ongoing to find 
and notify Betty Jean’s only living maternal relative, a great niece. 

The Emotions of a Search 
Be prepared for an emotional rollercoaster whether searcher, adoptee or birth family. Be 
respectful of everyone involved and take each decision with measured care and time. 
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Resource Links 
Forensic Genealogy 

• Forensic Genealogy: http://www.forensicgenealogy.info/ 
• Dick Eastman’s Online Genealogy Newsletter: https://blog.eogn.com/ 
• Forensic Genealogy – the Real Story, by Alan Jakman, Forensic Magazine: 

http://www.forensicmag.com/article/2016/12/forensic-genealogy-real-story 
• The Council for the Advancement of Forensic Genealogy 

http://www.forensicgenealogists.org/ 
 

DNA 
• Why DNA? http://grandmasgenes.com/2016/01/ 
• Who to Test? http://grandmasgenes.com/dna-who-to-test/ 
• Where to Test? https://grandmasgenesblog.wordpress.com/2016/04/07/dna-

where-to-test/ 
• 23andMe https://www.23andme.com/en-ca/ 
• Ancestry https://www.ancestry.ca/dna/ 
• FamilyTreeDNA https://www.familytreedna.com/ 
• My Heritage DNA https://www.myheritage.com/dna 
• Understanding your Ethnic Results 

https://grandmasgenesblog.wordpress.com/2016/04/11/dna-understanding-
your-results-ethnicityorigins/ 

• Network Charts for Genealogy - https://familylocket.com/connected-dna-the-
power-of-network-graphs/ 

 
Betty Jean’s Story 

• Treatment with a Habit: Asheville, Tuberculosis and The Sisters of Mercy The 
University of North Carolina at Asheville, A Senior Theses submitted to the 
Department of History in Candidacy For The Degree of Bachelor Arts, by Carol 
Fronkowiak Jordan, Asheville, North Carolina, November 2004 - 
http://toto.lib.unca.edu/sr_papers/history_sr/srhistory_2004/jordan_carol_f.pdf 

 
 

Social Media 
• This list is from 60+ Social Networking Sites You Need to Know About in 2017, 

Posted at 08:45h in Blog Traffic by Jamie https://makeawebsitehub.com/social-
media-sites/ and is still timely. 


